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Good MornING Asia - 18 March 2019
A busy week ahead for the global and Asian central banks. In Asia,
while all four central bank meetings are likely to pass without any
policy changes, we'll be looking for clues if the aggressive duo in 2018
– Indonesia and the Philippines – continue to defy easing over
currency stability
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The problem with probability
With big-name speakers talking up the prospects of a global recession,
we give this subject another look today. We are not alarmed.

Recession - its a drag
With big-hitting names like Paul Krugman and Ray Dalio openly embracing the prospect of global
recession, we take another look at this today.

Off-the-shelf models, such as the New York Fed probability of a US recession are, as we noted some
days ago, pointing to a 24.6% probability of recession in 12 months time. Though as we also noted,
even with a relatively good track record of predicting recessions, the model more recently has in
recent years, been showing much lower probabilities 12 months before a recession, hitting only
just over 11% on average 12M before a recession is indicated by the National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER). Such figures usually go on to rise to higher probabilities as recession draws closer,
but the point is, they don't seem to be sending strong signals 12 months out. 

12% My estimate of the probability of US recession
12M forecast

But surely...?
With these models proving a little hair-triggered (almost as binary as the recession event itself,
nothing for ages and then Bam!) I decided to test whether there was any merit in respecifying the

https://conference.nber.org/cycles/main.html
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NY Fed's model. They use the 12m lag of the 3m-10Y spread as the sole variable in their regression.
This is effectively a restricted version of a model in which the 3mth T-bill rate and 10Y bond yield
were incorporated separately, and I thought it would be fun to see what happened to un-restrict
the model (we economists certainly know how to have fun!). 

It doesn't help
The serendipitous finding of the exercise came from having a somewhat reduced sampling period
than the NY Fed. My data feeds only started from 1986, theirs from the 1970s. Though this still
gives me more than 30 years of monthly data, more than enough to draw firm conclusions. And
the model works very nicely too, with 12M lags providing clear recession signals ahead of the
actual events (see chart below).  In fact, the model works rather better than the Fed model, with
recent recessions coinciding with a 50% probability in 2 out of the three cases, and a 36% reading
in one other case (not 11%!). There were no false signals. This contrasts with the much lower
figures from the NY Fed model. 

So conclusion one: there may well be a structural break (or several) in the NY Fed model, which
they ought to take account of - it would not be surprising to find that the inference of a 3mth - 10Y
yield spread had changed over the last fifty years. Think about how much economies have altered
in this time. More data is not always better. 

The subsequent test for the restriction on the NY Fed model proved to be a damp squib.  So
conclusion 2: There is virtually no difference between the restricted and unrestricted model in
terms of data fit or the sum of squared errors. Without formally testing the restriction hypothesis,
the eyeball test says, the restriction is valid. 
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Probit model output - probability of recession

So what percent probability of a US recession?
The final question is, if not 24.6% probability of US recession what probability is it? The answer is
12.3%. There is a long way to go yet before we need to worry, and that is based on the latest,
flattest 3mth-10Y figures from this Friday's low 10Y yield figure filling in for the whole of March. 

So what would we need to see to get a 50% recession probability reading? The 50% reading 12M
before the 2008/2009 recession coincided with inversion of the 3mth-10Y yield of between 30 and
60bp. For 1990/1991, it was about -20 to -30bp. The current spread is closer to +20bp. Today, with
the yield curve artificially flattened by the $11tr or more of printed money by global central banks,
I wouldn't be surprised if we needed to see something even more negative to draw recession
conclusions. 

So, to sum up: Krugman and Dalio might yet be right. And yield curve models can be useful, as
they theoretically incorporate all of the information in all the macro newsflow, political noise and
market expectations in a very small and efficient package. But these sort of models seem to be
particularly sensitive to starting points and data periods, and my tinkering with the data suggests
things aren't all that bad yet. Slowdown, as our US Economist, James Knightley is forecasting, looks
likely. But recession?  Case not proven. 
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Article | 18 March 2019 Asia Morning Bites

ASEAN Morning Bytes
General market tone: Risk-on. Hopes for a trade deal and expectations
for a dovish Fed to push risk-taking on Monday.

EM Space: Market continues to price in a dovish Fed

General Asia: Investors remain hopeful for a trade deal between the US and China while
turning their attention to the Fed meeting this week. Market players continue to expect
dovish tones from the Fed after US data remains relatively soft.
Singapore: Non-oil domestic exports bounced 4.9% YoY and 16.0% MoM SA in February, far
stronger than consensus estimates and offsetting a steep decline in January. The Lunar
New Year distortion masks the underlying weakness; electronics exports fell by 8% YoY
(-16% in January). The 3.3% NODX fall in Jan-February is still a bad start to the year amid
lingering external risks. With the wind of global central banks easing blowing, the MAS will
find it hard to remain on the tightening path at the next semi-annual policy review in April.
Indonesia: External trade surprisingly posted a trade surplus of $330m in February, a
positive swing from $1.064bn deficit in January, though at the expense of a substantial
import contraction while exports remained in the red. Imports plunged 14% from a
downwardly revised January figure, beating the consensus estimate of a 0.3% gain, while
exports fell by 11.3%, nearly triple the market forecast of a 4.4% fall.   
Philippines:  The overseas Filipino worker remittances rose by 4.4% in January, better than
the consensus forecast of a 3.8% rise. The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas will decide on policy
rates on Thursday with the market expecting no change to the rate policy for now. We
expect a reduction in reserve requirements at a non-policy meeting and hints for a May
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policy rate cut given decelerating inflation.            

What to look out for: central bank super Thursday

Japan trade (18 March)
Germany ZEW expectations (19 March)
US factory orders and durable goods (19 March)
Philippines BOP (19 March)
Thailand BoT meeting (20 March)
US FOMC meeting (20-21 March)
Philippines BSP meeting (21 March)
Taiwan CBC meeting (21 March)
BoE meeting (21 March)
US initial jobless claims (21 March)
Indonesia BI meeting (21 March)
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Asian FX Talking: Just sign here…
With the near-term outlook for Asian FX heavily dependent on the
outcome of US-China trade negotiations, the future is looking brighter,
though until…
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